Monitoring cerebral blood flow (CBF) during neurosurgery can provide important physiological information for a variety of surgical procedures. CBF measurements are important for assessing whether blood flow has returned to presurgical baseline levels and for assessing postsurgical tissue viability. Existing techniques for intraoperative monitoring of CBF based on magnetic resonance imaging are expensive and often impractical, while techniques such as indocyanine green angiography cannot produce quantitative measures of blood flow. Laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) is an optical technique that has been widely used to quantitatively image relative CBF in animal models in vivo. In a pilot clinical study, we adapted an existing neurosurgical operating microscope to obtain LSCI images in humans in real time during neurosurgery under baseline conditions and after bipolar cautery. Simultaneously recorded ECG waveforms from the patient were used to develop a filter that helped reduce measurement variabilities due to motion artifacts. Results from this study demonstrate the feasibility of using LSCI to obtain blood flow images during neurosurgeries and its capability to produce full field CBF image maps with excellent spatial resolution in real-time with minimal disruption to the surgical procedure. C 2010 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
Introduction
Monitoring cerebral blood flow (CBF) during surgery is important during a variety of surgical procedures. In procedures such as clipping of aneurysms or vessel bypass, CBF measurements can help assess if blood flow has returned to presurgical baseline levels. In other procedures such as tumor resections, CBF measurements can help assess postsurgical tissue viability. CBF measures can also be used to identify motor, sensory, and speech activation centers in the cortex in procedures that require functional localization. Although the importance of imaging CBF during surgery is well known, there are not many techniques that can produce real-time CBF images with minimum interference to the surgery. For this reason, in vivo measurements of blood flow during surgeries have been underutilized as a surgical tool.
Most traditional blood flow measurement techniques are impractical for intraoperative imaging because they are usually intrusive. Intraoperative flow measurement techniques based on magnetic resonance imaging are difficult to use because they need special operating room conditions. 1 Optical imaging techniques provide a unique window into brain function using various intrinsic and extrinsic contrast agents. 2 Researchers have used optical imaging of intrinsic signals to visualize language 3 and epilepsy centers 4 intraoperatively during human brain surgery. The most promising flow measurement technique that is currently being used for imaging CBF is indocyanine green (ICG)-based angiography. 5, 6 ICG angiography involves injecting a dye (ICG) into the blood stream, exciting it with an infrared light source, and imaging the fluorescence intensity with a camera. Commercial systems have managed to integrate ICG measurements into existing microscope systems. But because the contrast mechanism for imaging blood flow is fluorescence intensity, these measurements can, at best, detect the presence or absence of blood flow in a vessel and hence are not quantitative. Lack of quantitative measures and the need to repeatedly inject a dye to make measurements are the major limitations of ICG-based angiography. Hence, there is a need to develop a technique to image CBF during surgery, that: (a) is minimally intrusive to the surgical procedure, (b) can produce quantitative measures of changes in blood flow, and (c) has real-time capabilities.
Optical flow measurement techniques that are based on dynamic light scattering have the potential to satisfy these requirements. Laser Doppler techniques can provide quantitative flow information but are traditionally restricted to single point measurements with probes that are cumbersome to handle and not repeatable. Recently, Raabe et al. demonstrated CBF measurements intraoperatively using a full-field laser Doppler instrument 7 at low temporal resolutions. Laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) is an optical imaging technique that has great potential to obtain minimally intrusive, quantitative measures of blood flow with good spatial resolution in real time. Briefly, in LSCI photons from a coherent light source travel slightly different path lengths in tissue to create a random interference pattern on a detector called speckle. When these photons scatter off moving particles, such as red blood cells in cortical vessels, they undergo a phase shift that causes temporal fluctuations in the speckle pattern. The speed of the blood flow within the vessels is related to the time scale of these temporal fluctuations and are hence estimated by quantifying the localized spatial variance of the speckle pattern. Several recent review papers have described the basic theory and instrumentation of LSCI and its use in a wide variety of applications. 8, 9 LSCI has been used to study a wide variety of physiological phenomena, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] such as ischemic stroke, cortical spreading depressions, and functional activation in animals. Similar to their applications in research studies, clinical measurements of blood flow can provide vital information about tissue perfusion and viability (for diagnosis) 18 and vessel functionality (during surgery). Recently, Hecht et al. demonstrated LSCI's use in measuring CBF during surgery with a commercial laser speckle instrument. 19 Although this was the first intraoperative application of LSCI, the use of a commercial instrument had its disadvantages. Primarily, the instrument was not integrated with the surgical procedure and hence needed additional setup time, making the measurements intrusive toward the surgery. Additionally, the blood flow measures in this study were quantified in arbitrary units of flux and the speed of image acquisition and processing is low. In this paper, we present results from a pilot clinical study (n = 3), where LSCI was used to image CBF in humans during neurosurgeries in a minimally intrusive way, by adapting an existing neurosurgical microscope. Our system has the capability to produce full field (∼650×500 pixels) blood flow maps at rates of 100 fps. Blood flow measurements in the human brain can be especially challenging because, during neurosurgery, the brain is no longer contained by the skull and hence has a tendency to be pulsatile. To remove measurement variability due to this motion artifact, we developed and applied a filter using simultaneously recorded ECG waveforms from each patient.
Instrumentation
LSCI automatically lends itself to address two of the three desired characteristics for measuring CBF during surgeries. LSCI's ability to measure flow changes quantitatively has been well documented. 10, 11 LSCI's biggest strength is in the use of simple instrumentation to image blood flow. The standard LSCI instrument requires illuminating the sample with a coherent light source and imaging the backscattered light using a camera. This simple instrumentation and low cost make LSCI an attractive technology for imaging CBF during neurosurgery. Additionally, because these measurements can be made with fast cameras, they offer excellent temporal resolution. By incorporating new processing techniques 20 in our custom-written data-acquisition software, we can obtain, compute, and display real-time measures of CBF. These improvements allow our intraoperative LSCI instrument to display full-field CBF images at ∼70-100 Hz, a temporal resolution that is ∼50 times greater than previous intraoperative LSCI measurements. 19 The primary design consideration for an LSCI instrument that would be used as a neurosurgical tool was to adapt the technique in a way that it offers minimum interference to the surgical procedure. To achieve this, an existing Zeiss OPMI neurosurgical operating microscope (Carl Zeiss Meditec Inc., Dublin, California) was retrofitted with a camera and a singlemode diode laser to obtain speckle images as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Figure 1 (b) shows a schematic that illustrates the functioning of the intraoperative LSCI instrument. A camera (Basler 602f, Basler Vison Technologies, Germany) was connected through a camera adapter to one of the existing viewing ports of the microscope. This enabled the use of optics and mechanics present in the microscope to produce and focus the image on the camera. As an added advantage, because existing microscope controls were used, the surgeons who were familiar with the functioning of the microscope found it easy to operate the adapted LSCI instrument. This advantage is a significant improvement over previous efforts to image CBF intraoperatively, making it minimally invasive to the surgery and eliminating the need to train surgeons to operate a new instrument. To illuminate the brain, a laser diode (λ = 660 nm, P = 90 mW) was connected to a microscope add-on laser adapter and attached to the neurosurgical microscope. The adapter delivered laser light through a pair of relay lenses to a mirror mounted on the inside of the microscope aperture. The mirror has steering mechanisms in place to direct the laser beam over the field of view of the camera. The illumination path is illustrated in the schematic in Fig. 1(b) . The surgical microscope's illumination was tured off during the imaging sessions. The average laser power incident on the brain was measured to be ≈28 mW/cm 2 . This is less than the average incident power due to the inbuilt illumination from the surgical microscope (≈30 mW/cm 2 ) and well within the ANSI standard of 200 mW/cm 2 . 21 The addition of the camera and laser did not interfere with the normal sterile draping of the microscope. Additionally, the patient's electrocardiogram (ECG) was recorded by the computer as a reference point for the measurements. The ECG waveforms were obtained from existing anesthesia monitoring systems present in the operating room. The ECG measurements were time synchronized with image aquisition. It was used to develop an ad hoc filter, designed to filter out the effect of pulsatile motion in the brain. Because additional equipment was not brought in to perform CBF imaging, the time taken for these measurements is reduced significantly and the surgical procedure is not interrupted. This is a significant advantage of this system over previous attempts. 19 
Experimental Methods
The primary focus of the pilot clinical study (n = 3) was to use the modified surgical microscope to image cerebral vasculature during neurosurgery and demonstrate the feasibility of using LSCI in a minimally obtrusive way to obtain intraoperative CBF measures and to characterize baseline fluctuations in speckle contrast due to pulsation of the exposed brain. All experiments were performed during tumor resection surgeries performed at the NeuroTexas Institute in St. Davids Hospital in Austin, Texas. Before each surgery, the microscope was set up, initialized, and then draped using a standard surgical microscope drape, as shown in Fig. 1(c) . After the surgeon completed the craniotomy over the surgical area, the microscope was positioned and images were obtained for ∼15 min at a rate of 100 Hz with an exposure duration of 5 ms. At 5 ms exposure duration, the ambient surgical room lights do not affect imaging and hence they do not have to be turned off. Before each imaging session, the surgical area was flushed with physiologically sterile warmed saline to reduce specular reflections. The ECG waveform was recorded along with the camera exposure signals for filtering as described below. The ECG filtering for all data sets was performed after data acquisition. Table 1 lists the experimental procedures, their specific case, and imaging details.
Results
Raw speckle images obtained in the experiments were converted to speckle contrast images using
where σ s and I are the standard deviation and mean of intensities in a 7×7 pixel region of the image. The speckle contrast image was created by moving this window over the raw speckle image. More details on computing the speckle contrast from raw speckle images can be found in literature. 10 The speckle contrast images were converted into a more quantitative measure of blood flow, correlation time τ c , using
where T is the exposure duration of the camera, β is an instrumentation factor and τ c is the correlation time, a measure of blood flow. The correlation time, τ c , is the average decay time of speckle electric field autocorrelation function. τ c is a more quantitative measure of blood flow than speckle contrast K or other arbitrary units of CBF. The validity of using τ c as a measure of CBF has previously been verified by many researchers. 10, 13, 22 The instrumentation factor β depends primarily on the number of speckles imaged onto a single camera pixel 23, 24 as well as a number of other factors, such as the polarization of light. 25 Because the exact value of β is difficult to estimate, 24, 26 β was assumed to be equal to 1 for computing the correlation time τ c . Although this assumption is not entirely accurate, an inaccurate estimate of β only affects the absolute value of correlation time and estimates of relative changes in correlation time (and hence blood flow) are not affected by this assumption.
The speckle contrast image obtained by imaging the cerebral cortex of the first patient is shown in Fig. 2(a) . These images were obtained before the tumor was resected and are primarily surface vasculature. Despite flushing the surgical field of view with saline, some spots of specular reflection are visible. Specular reflection causes some camera pixels to saturate and hence manifest themselves as dark spots in the speckle contrast image. Table 1 List of experiments. The imaging sessions were on tumor recession surgeries. Imaging of the cortex was done before the tumor was resected in the first patient and after the tumor was resected in the second and third patients. The flexibility of the instrumentation can be seen in its ability to image the cortex in a variety of different cortical regions. Vessels of different sizes and flow rates can be clearly visualized in both the speckle contrast and correlation time maps. Figure 3 shows the speckle contrast and correlation time maps obtained from the cerebral cortex of patient 2. Although vasculature is still clearly visible, the quality of the image is not as good as in Fig. 2(a) . The primary reason for this is that these images were obtained after the tumor was removed. Consequently, these images are not from surface vasculature but rather from deeper cortical regions, exposed by the resection of brain tissue during surgery. Additionally, this specific patient had previous history of brain surgery, which coupled with the current surgery caused bruising in the brain. Because deeper cortical regions were imaged, imaging was performed at a steep angle, utilizing the flexibility of the microscope [Fig. 1(c) ]. Figure 3 In one subject (patient 3), we observed a significant change in blood flow when imaging during the process of surgical hemostasis. Bipolar cautery was used during surgery in the top right-hand portion of the imaged area, represented by a blue oval in Fig. 4(a) . Four regions [ Fig. 4(a) ] were identified in the field of view and the relative change in blood flow was computed for each region [shown in Fig. 4(b) ]. First, the average correlation time in the regions was computed for all time points using the methods described above. An ad hoc ECG filter, described in more detail later, was applied to the data points and the filtered data were normalized to a baseline. The average correlation time in each region for the first 5 s was used a baseline for the measurements. We found that the cauterization procedure resulted in a reduction in blood flow in all regions followed by a transient increase in blood flow. The increase in blood flow a few minutes after the cauterization could be the result of a neuroprotective mechanism that prevents tissue damage due to loss of blood flow. These measurements illustrate the ability of the intraoperative LSCI instrument to measure blood flow changes at good spatial and temporal resolutions.
Discussion
One of the challenges in clinical measurement of CBF is the presence of artifacts, due to the pulsatile motion of the brain. These artifacts are primarily induced by the patient's breathing and heart beat as well as high intracranial pressures. The motion of the brain is not significant when the skull is intact. However, in a neurosurgical procedure, the exposed brain has a tendency to throb. Figure 5 Fig. 5(a) ] from cortical imaging of patient 1. This time course is superimposed and synchronized in time with the ECG signals recorded from patient 1. From Fig. 5(b) , the motion artifact due to pulsations of the brain can be observed. It is also observed that these pulsations are synchronized in time with the heart beats. It should be noted that we were able to resolve these fluctuations in CBF because of our increased temporal resolution of blood flow measures.
These pulsatile blood flow measures can be tolerated for basic visual inspection of CBF and would not hinder applications such as imaging blood flow during aneurysm surgeries and vessel bypass procedures. Also, these artifacts would not affect the ability of the instrument to detect large blood flow changes. However, applications such as functional activation are typically associated with a ∼ 5 to 10% change in blood flow. 7 In such cases, these fluctutions in correlation time measures would limit the signal to noise of estimating blood flow changes. Hence, there is a need to eliminate these fluctuations.
Because these fluctuations in the blood flow are synchronized and collocated with the heart beat, an ad hoc ECG detrending filter was designed to filter out these fluctuations. This filter is similar to an adaptive filter technique used for MRI time series data designed by Deckers et al. 27 The filter was designed based on the time of a camera exposure relative to the ECG cycle. The camera exposure signals and the ECG waveform were recorded during the imaging session. These waveforms were used to determine the actual times at which each speckle image was obtained, and the actual times of each heart beat. A filter function was generated from these times, which was the correlation time value as a function of "normalized time." The normalized time was defined as the time of image acquisition relative to the nearest heart beat. For example, if the camera was found to have exposed at a time t frame seconds, and the nearest previous heart beat (of width t RR seconds) was recorded at time t beat seconds, then the normalized time for this frame would be time within the cardiac cycle, while the red line is the filter function generated by averaging the experimental values using a moving average filter. Each value of the filter function represents the average ("artificial") rise or fall in correlation time at a specific time in the ECG cycle. Finally, the filter was applied to the data by estimating the normalized time of each data point, subtracting the corresponding filter value, and adding back the median correlation time value. Figure 7 shows the time course over a 13 s duration (to illustrate filtering) of correlation time τ c measured from cortical blood flow imaging of patient 1. Figure 7(a) is the time course from region 1 [ Fig. 5(a) ]-a large vessel, whereas Fig. 7(b) is the time course from region 2 [ Fig. 5(a) ]-the parenchyma. Two observations can be made from the unfiltered time-course measurements: (i) the correlation time measures in the parenchyma is approximately one order of magnitude higher than those measured from the vessel, which is around expected lines, and (ii) fluctuations are present in measurements from both regions, which indicates that the motion artifact is present throughout the field of view. The red curve in both cases represents the result of applying the ad hoc ECG filter on the experimental measurements. The noise in the filtered measurements was reduced by using a moving average filter of width 0.05 s. This filtered curve is represented by the black curve. For the unfiltered and filtered data sets, the variation in correlation time over the span of one heart beat was estimated by computing normalized standard deviation of τ c values. The variation of τ c averaged over 14 heart beats is listed in Table 2 .
Visual inspection ( Fig. 7 ) and quantitative comparison ( Table 2 ) both confirm that the filtering techniques we use effectively reduce the variation in correlation times during a heart beat. Unsurprisingly, the moving average filter with a width of 0.5 s, being a low pass filter, produces the most significant reduction in variance of τ c (Table 2 ). However, the moving average filter reduces the variability in τ c due to the motion artifact as well as the inherent variability in τ c due to physiology. The ad hoc filter retains this inherent physiological variablity while removing τ c variations due to the motion artifact alone. By combining the ad hoc ECG filter and a moving average filter of a smaller width ( 0.05 s), we show in Fig. 7 that we can remove the variability of correlation time due to pulsatile motion and get a relatively smooth curve. From Table 2 we observe that this technique provides noise performance that is comparable to a larger width moving average filter.
Although this instrument has been designed specifically to image CBF, it can easily be adapted for other clinical measurements. For example, monitoring blood flow in burn victims can help quickly estimate tissue viability. Currently, the standard method of assessing burn depths, and hence categorizing burns, is a combination of visual inspection and patient (or witness) questionnaires. This method is empirical and often unreliable. 28 Thus, accurate assessment of tissue viability is important to evaluate and direct treatment options, estimate survival rates, Table 2 Comparing the efficiency of the ad hoc ECG filter and a moving average filter. Blood flow fluctuations were filtered out using an ad hoc filter based on simultaneously recorded ECG waveforms. For comparison, these fluctuations were also filtered using a moving averae filter. The ad hoc ECG filter was found to perform better in filtering the fluctuations. and calculate volume of fluid that has been lost and hence volume needed for resuscitation. Some studies have shown LSCI's potential for estimating burn depths. 29, 30 LSCI can also be used during surgical recession of burnt tissue to estimate the blood flow of healthy tissue.
Conclusions
By incorporating an LSCI instrument to an existing surgical microscope, we have demonstrated a robust and convenient method to image CBF intraoperatively with minimal interference to the surgery. Additionally, high temporal resolutions and real-time capabilities make it a potentially useful tool for neurosurgeries. Results from the pilot study have demonstrated the feasibility of using LSCI to obtain blood flow images during neurosurgeries. Our results also demonstrate the importance of removing artifacts in the time courses due to pulsatile motion of the brain.
